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yet.

Howick in September 2017 appears to be living at the Queen Elizabeth Country Park near Woodhorn, Ashington.  

– and they think they have a meal but in fact may be slowly starving.  An unfortunate bird that was found near 

handling.  The danger comes from their general lack of fear of man and their very sharp and powerful talons 



Dipper Goldeneye

Tawny Owl

Tawny Owl Talons



BOOK RECOMMENDATION 

Title – The Invention of Nature, The Adventures of Alexander Von Humboldt, the Lost Hero of Science 
Author – Andrea Wulf 
Published by – John Murray 
Year – 2016 
ISBN – 978-1-84854-900-5 

On 14 September 1869, one hundred years after his birth, Alexander von 
Humboldt’s centennial was celebrated across the world, but today he appears 
to be almost forgotten. 
 
This is a gripping biography about science-adventurer Alexander Von Humboldt 
(1769 – 1859) described by his contemporaries as the most famous man in the 
world after Napoleon. Humboldt was a visionary thinker who saw the world as 
one great living organism where everything was connected. He studied plants, 
geology, volcanos, animals, the stars, the weather and movement of the planets 
and went on major expeditions to South America and across the Russian Steppe 
to China. He became the first scientist to talk about harmful human-induced 
climate change and warned that humans were meddling with the climate and 
that this could have an unforeseeable impact on future generations. 
 
Humboldt is described by Wulf as one of the most captivating and inspiring men of his time who influenced 
many of the greatest thinkers, artists and scientists of his day and revolutionised the way we see the natural 
world. Charles Darwin wrote that “nothing ever stimulated my zeal so much as reading Humboldt’s Personal 
Narrative” going on to say that he would not have boarded the Beagle, nor conceived of the Origin of Species, 
without Humboldt. William Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge both incorporated Humboldt’s concept 
of nature into their poems. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe declared that spending a few days with Humboldt 
was like “having lived several years”. 
 
Today, Humboldt’s name lingers everywhere from the Humboldt Current to dozens of mountain ranges, 
monuments, rivers, parks, waterfalls and even a glacier, around the world. In North America alone, four 
counties, thirteen towns, mountains, bays, lakes and a river are named after Humboldt. There are almost 300 
plants and more than 100 animals named after him, several minerals that carry his name, and on the moon an 
area called “Mare Humboldtianum”. In fact, Wulf tells us that more places are named after Humboldt than 
anyone else. 
 
Andrea Wulf’s book is her quest to rediscover Humboldt and to restore him to “his rightful place in the 
pantheon of nature and science” and to understand why we think as we do today about the natural world. 
This book certainly brings to light the full story of Humboldt’s extraordinary life, achievements and legacy and, 
on reading this book, I’m sure you will find the phrase “the lost hero of science” is no exaggeration. 

Mandy Hulme 



MEETING OF WEDNESDAY 24TH APRIL 

For the third month running we had an audience of more than 50 members and visitors.  Richard mentioned that the 
May speaker had changed – George has agreed to postpone his talk about the WEBS surveys until the autumn and 
instead we will hear about Northumberland’s veteran trees from Nick Johnson from Kirkley Hall College, Richard also 
publicised a new Lichen survey dealing just with easy-to-find large lichens on trees and dead wood.  He is to email out 
details of this to all members with those receiving printed newsletters having the details enclosed with their April copy. 

George then produced a sample of Canadian Pondweed Elodea canadensis from a pond at Newton-on-the-Moor, a 
potentially invasive species; an Arctic Tern skull from beside the Long Nanny Burn; a Greylag Goose skull from East 
Chevington; a Rabbit skull; a skull that John Steele confirmed was a female Badger from Warkworth and finally, getting 
away from the skull theme, a cast Adder skin that Stewart had found at Corby Crags. 

We then had Jess Andrews to talk about Bats and Bat Detecting in the North East.  Jess’s job involves liaising with 
developers and landowners about the correct ways to deal with bat roosts and populations when developments or land 
management practices might affect them. 

She began by giving a whistle-stop tour of bats of the world.  There are amazingly 1300 species making up about 20% of 
all mammal species on earth.  They are found everywhere except the Arctic, Antarctic and a few oceanic islands.  Central 
and South America are home to about one third of all the species.  They range in size from the “Bumblebee Bat”, 
weighing just 2g and just 3cm in length from head to tail to the Giant Gold-crowned Flying Fox which can weigh up to 

1.2kg with an enormous 1.7m wingspan. 

In Britain we have 18 species of which all but one are known to breed here 
and there are a few vagrant species that also visit us.  They are all nocturnal 
and insectivorous.  By the time you reach the North East the number of 
species has shrunk to 10 – three species of Pipistrelles, Brown Long-eared 
(photo left by John Altringham), Daubenton’s, Natterer’s, Whiskered and 
Brandt’s, plus Noctule and Leisler’s.  Jess took us through each species in 
turn.  The three ‘Pips’ have only been recognised as different species 
comparatively recently and as the photograph shows (courtesy of Daniel 
Hargreaves), when seen head-on they would not win any form of beauty 
contest.  From the left these are Nathusius’, Soprano and Common.  
(Incidentally all photos are from Jess’s presentation and are suitably 
acknowledged) 

 



None of the British species is particularly large.  The Soprano Pipistelle is the smallest with some individuals at just 3g, 
while the Noctule, weighing up to 40g, is the largest, but is still smaller than the palm of your hand.  Some species are 
quite hard to tell apart: Natterer’s and Daubenton’s; Noctule and Leisler’s; Whiskered and Brandt’s. 

The bat year runs roughly as follows: March to April they emerge from hibernation and feed to regain weight; May sees 
females moving to maternity roosts which must be roomy and have good warm conditions; June to July young pups are 
born which can fly at three weeks and become independent at about six weeks; August to October is the mating period 
and the animals feed to gain weight for hibernation; mid-November to mid-March is hibernation time although some 
species and individuals will emerge to feed in mild periods – all species require cold, damp and stable conditions. 

There is much mystery about actual hibernation sites, but 
Seaton Delaval Hall is home to at least five hibernating 
species.  Summer and breeding roosts are easier to find for 
many species.  They use trees, bridges, tunnels, mines, caves 
and bat boxes.  Different species have different roost 
requirements, but broadly they need clean, comfortable 
species protected from predation.  All UK species have been 
recorded using buildings for roosts.  Some, such as Common 
Pipistrelles, require a very small access gap, hence Jess’s 
photo of a roost entry point under the fascia board on this 
house. 

 In trees there is a range of suitable sites, some of which are 
natural cavities in the tree caused by knot holes, bark 
crevices, hollow trunks etc., but some are provided by old 
woodpecker holes or even spaces behind dense ivy growth.  There is a whole range of research methods used to find 
bat roosts and to establish which species are in residence, all of which have to be carried out without disturbing the 
bats.  Jess’s photo shows a typical access point where an old branch has broken off and the cavity has rotted out. 

Research is also carried out to establish foraging and commuting routes.  
Waterways, trees, woodland, scrub, grasslands, parks and gardens all 
provide foraging habitats.  Linear features such as woodland edge, 
hedgerows, rivers and tree lines provide commuting routes. 
 
If you want to see bats, April to September is the season; from 15 
minutes before sunset to about 1-2 hours after sunset is the time; and 
you should choose warm, dry and still evenings.  Suitable foraging 
habitats are near to water (rivers and lakes), woodland and open 
grassland.  Gardens and parks can provide excellent foraging habitats, 
especially if they include night flowering plants to attract nocturnal 
insects.  Ideally you will use a bat detector to listen for bats’ echo-
location calls. 
 
Jess then talked about different types of bat detector and she played 
some of the calls recorded for a few of the common species.  For some 

of the audience with ageing hearing, this was not the most informative part of the talk!  One possibility had been that 
after the talk we might have had a short excursion outside to see if we could pick up any calls on the detectors Jess had 
brought, but the weather was rather cold and uninviting, so we didn’t pursue that idea. 
 
 
 



PLANT CORNER 

 
Occasionally I think, complacently, that having been involved with the botany of North Northumberland for at least a 
dozen years, I’ve got it pretty well cracked.  Then along comes a day when you go to a part of the county that you haven’t 
often visited, or at least that you haven’t been to at that particular time of year, and the wheels come off. 
 
If you read the account in this newsletter about the Alnmouth walk on 27th April, you’ll see that I got my comeuppance 
very early on in the day.  The mystery plant by the beach car park turned out to be a species I’d never knowingly seen 
before, either at Alnmouth or anywhere else for that matter.  Most of the wild white-flowered members of the family 
Brassicaceae (that used to be called, much more helpfully, Cruciferae) are fairly small plants.  This one, growing in very 
obvious large clumps, clearly was a member of this family with each flower in the large flower heads having four petals 
arranged in a cross – hence a crucifer.  We eventually established, with Alan Fairclough’s help, that it is Hoary Cress 
Lepidium draba.   Swan’s Flora describes it as “Very localised and occasional in both South and North Northumberland, 
but locally plentiful.”  It’s a Mediterranean species that probably arrived in Northumberland with ships’ ballast and found 
a suitable habitat by some parts of our coasts. 
 

              
   Hoary Cress                Springbeauty 

Then, as we started our walk up the track that leads up to the top of the cliffs we found ourselves among patches of 
another good plant.  Springbeauty (always written as one word) Claytonia perfoliata is another species that probably 
colonised our county from ballast brought in to the Tyne in the 19th Century.  Its unusual feature, which gives rise to the 
specific name, is that the flowers grow through a central gap in the uppermost leaves whose bases are joined together.  

It’s a native of the Pacific North West USA and Canada and Andrew Keeble emailed me this interesting information: 

 
I rather hope that Andrew’s information is not going to lead to a rush from AWG ‘wild food foragers’ (if we have any) 
intent on stripping Alnmouth of its population of this unusual plant. 
 
Alongside the Springbeauty were good patches of a plant that I’ve written about before, albeit nineteen years ago in 
Newsletter No.2.  Green Alkanet Pentaglottis sempervirens is another alien species that has become naturalised in 
Northumberland.  It must have been here for at least two centuries because the specimens by the churchyard wall in 
Bolton Village near our home have been there for at least that length of time.  For a long time it remained very uncommon 

I have now tracked this plant down, photo above right, taken by Meg in a wood on Vancouver Island, British 
Columbia, in May 2018, where we were attending a nephew's wedding.  Over there it is called 'Miner's Lettuce' - 
I have copied below an extract from an American website about its ethnic origins. 

"Miner’s lettuce gets its name from the workers who travelled to California during the Gold Rush. 
Needing a source of vitamin C, gold miners quickly discovered from the Native Americans that Miner’s 
lettuce could be consumed both raw and cooked to prevent scurvy and other vitamin C related issues. 
Gold miners ate the plant in abundance as it was widely found growing wild in California." 



in Northumberland, but spread considerably in the 20th Century.  Apparently there are places elsewhere in the UK where 
it is considered quite a pest, spreading where it isn’t wanted, but here I’ve not personally seen it in that light and the 
brilliant blue flowers are a good sign in April that spring really has started to take hold.  It’s in the same family as other 
blue-flowered species like Borage and Bugloss as well as the Forget-me-nots. 
 

 
 

My final plant this month brings me back to our garden.  As far as I’m concerned if a plant appears uninvited in the garden 
then I can see no reason not to record it, even though occasionally it may be something that is deliberately grown in other 
peoples’ gardens.  We have a sloping bank in the front garden with some fairly dense shrubbery.  Last year while I was 
fighting my way in to get at some nettles and brambles that needed removing I spotted several plants of a species I have 
rarely seen before.   
 
Fringecups Tellima grandiflora are hairy herbaceous perennials.  The flowering stems will reach 70cm.  Quite why anyone 
would choose to plant these in a garden is unclear to me, because, despite the Latin specific name, the individual flowers 
are small and really rather unspectacular, even though they can look reasonably unusual and attractive if seen in an 
enlarged photo.  The ones shown mostly have the usual whitish green colour, but the one in close-up has a pink tinge to 
the tips of the fringes.  Normally the plants need damp conditions, which isn’t really true of the situation on this bank in 
our garden, but they do seem to like the quite deep shade.  In my search for the photographs below I checked them this 
year in the first week of May, narrowly avoiding poking my eyes out on the Buddleija stems.  They seem to be healthy – 
and spreading, which may become something of a problem. 

Richard 

     



STEWCHAT. 

During the first two weeks of May, the cool easterly winds we experienced in April continued.  

Even as late as the 11th May we had white ground frosts at Howick and needed to defrost the car before driving. 

This curtailed the moth trapping to a certain extent. To be fair, this is often a quiet time for moths, being 
between seasons where the early spring species are finishing and it is a bit too cool to start the first run of 
summer insects. 

It is with this in mind that one of my highlights in the garden arrived on 19th April, well, three to be precise, 
Holly Blue butterflies. Things began with 2 males together then a female all on one afternoon. The female can 
be identified by the sooty black tips to its pale blue wings. The male lacks this feature. After a very brief sighting 
of one last August here, this is a great record so far north and it appears to have started a good year for them 
in North Northumberland and the Borders region.  By looking at wing damage, and sex differences, 5 different 
butterflies were confirmed in the garden over the month. We were over the moon and hopefully they will 
become a more regular feature up here in coming years. 

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 1: Male Holly blue Butterfly, Howick 

 

Figure 2: Female Holly Blue showing black wing tips. 



A trip to Brizlee, just west of Alnwick on 21st was fine and sunny and turned up some interesting wildlife. As we 
parked the car at the end near the ‘golfball’ a pair of Ring Ouzels flew up onto the boundary wall. These 
mountain blackbirds are rare enough always to be an exciting find, more so when they are almost on the 
doorstep. While we watched they were joined by a pair of Wheatears.  A steep stumbling walk to the bottom 
of the slope produced an exceptional count of 26+ Green Hairstreak butterflies, our largest count in the area 
to date. 5 male Emperor Moths were attracted seemingly out of thin air, to an artificial pheromone lure. This 
gives off a smell only the moths can detect, to look like a female Emperor. As it is distracting the males who are 
looking to mate, I only use the lure sparingly and soon put it away to allow the amorous males to be on their 
way. 

Also here were several Green Tiger Beetles and 2 Small Copper butterflies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

Several spring migrant birds arrived in late April on to the Howick patch with Whitethroat, Lesser Whitethroat, 
Sandwich Tern, Grasshopper Warbler, Ring Ouzel and Hooded Crow. Like the Holly Blue, 2019 has been a great 
spring for migrant Hooded Crows on the Northumberland Coast.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Green Tiger Beetle 

 

Figure 4: Hooded Crow 



Grubbing around the garden at the end of April into May produced a  few Spiders for appreciation, mainly on our shed 
doors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the 4th May a  party of 25 guests turned up for the Howick Hall Dawn Chorus Walk led by yours truly. 
Unfortunately the weather was grim, with a strong cold wind, overcast skies and some rain and even hail 
showers! 

Luckily, a lovely Barn Owl saved the day by giving the group a close fly by in Howick Village wood and a drake 
Mandarin [below]  flew off the pond, only to do a loop and land back on the pond again in thick cover. Only my 
second here. 

On 5th May the first Sedge Warbler of the year arrived, followed by Whimbrel and Great Northern Diver along 
the coast. A Swift was over the coast field on 9th May. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stewart Sexton, Howick. 

 

Figure 5: Ero furcata 



INVERTEBRATE CORNER 

MITES: 

Mites are a subgroup of arachnids distantly related to spiders and scorpions, but more closely related to ticks. 
Fossil records date them as far back as the Devonian (359 - 419 million years ago). Globally, over 50,000 species 
have been described, with the number of species yet to be found estimated at over 1 million. The majority are 
very small (around 1 mm) but this belies their importance to mankind as, for example, parasites and re-cyclers 
of nutrients in leaf litter and soils. Mites are extremely hardy, with species thriving in extreme habitats such as 
hot springs and glacial margins. They also live in close association with humans and domestic animals, and feed 
on crops, both when they are growing and when stored. 

Mites exhibit a variety of body forms leading acarologists to suggest that this vast diversity (see photos at the 
end) has been derived from several ancestors. Anatomically, mites have two main body parts, a forward 
gnathosoma and a posterior idiosoma (see diagram below). Within the former is the capitulum which contains 
the mouthparts that are highly adapted according to species diet. Sensing, capture and processing of food is 
done by the chelicerae and pedipalps, which are also highly specialised. Mite adults and nymphs have 4 pairs of 
walking legs, but the larval stage has only 3 pairs. 

                                        

Here are details of a few important mite types. 

Oribatid mites (also known as ‘beetle mites’) are very small but have a world-wide distribution in environments 
ranging from freshwaters and the oceans to many terrestrial habitats (see basic form and diversity below). In 
the latter, they are closely associated with various plant species. However, they are most common in plant-
litter, humus and soil where their population densities may exceed 1 million per square metre. Their 
saprophagic way of life is key to the decomposition of organic materials and their recycling in both natural (e.g., 
forest) and man-made (agricultural) soils. Notably, they are responsible for maintaining soil porosity and the 
dispersal of bacteria, fungi and moulds that also bring about soil regeneration. 

                                             



Water mites are common in freshwater ponds, lakes, streams and wetlands where they are important micro-
predators. They feed in a spider-like fashion that is by injecting digestive enzymes into the prey (small 
crustaceans and insect larvae) and sucking out the dissolved tissues. Juveniles are external parasites on insect 
hosts and when the latter are winged (see photo below, right) the coupling is an important method by which 
the mites are dispersed to new habitats. 

 

     

 

Varroa mites are tiny reddish brown, button-shaped mites that parasitize honey bees (see below left). They are 
capable of feeding on adult bees, but more often feed and reproduce on bee larvae and pupae, ripping open 
the wax comb cells in the process (see below right). Infestation of a hive ultimately results in its destruction, 
not only through predation but also infestation by disease organisms, such as viruses, carried by the mites. This 
mite has been responsible for the collapse of the honey industry in most of the world. 

 

                

 

Dust mites are extremely small (0.025 mm) ubiquitous mites found in close association with human dwellings. 
They are particularly common in mattresses, upholstered furniture, carpets and curtains. These materials gather 
tiny flakes of shed skin which is what the mites feed on. Dust mites are globally distributed and are medically 
important to humans as they cause a number of different allergic reactions such as rhinitis, asthma, anaphylaxis 
and conjunctivitis. These may result from contact with the mites’ exoskeletons or their faeces. Surveys in both 
the U.S. and Europe have found dust mites in over 70% of houses examined (see photo below). Dust mites are 
quite resilient and require linen to be hot-tumble-dried for 1 hour to kill (99%) them. 



 

                                

   

Eyelash mites are highly modified (elongated bodies with their legs grouped close to the head-end) and found 
in the hair follicle sacs of most humans. They feed on dead skin and cannot be seen with the naked eye (see 
photos below). In small numbers they do little harm, but if they increase they can aggravate pre-existing skin 
diseases, such as rosacea, acne and alopecia. Left alone at low densities, eyelash mites are harmless and  may 
be considered as ‘natural’. 

                          

 

Mites come in a considerable number of shapes and adaptations to both their free-living and parasitic ways of 
life. A selection of this diversity follows: 

        

           



 

                     

 

Dudley Williams 
Newton on the Moor 

 



AN ALNMOUTH WALK 

 
On a pleasant dry morning at Alnmouth beach in late May a good-sized group 
of 15 of us gathered for an excursion through a variety of habitats.  The tide 
was well in so any option of starting off along the beach wasn’t really a good 
idea so we walked up the steepish slope to reach the cliff top.  It was a good 
choice of route because we found some interesting plants (see the Plant 
Corner article in this newsletter) and a range of small birds including 
Whitethroat (photo right) and Sedge Warbler. 
 
The day was mild enough for there to be butterflies around and Peacock, 
Speckled Wood and Orange Tip were soon spotted.  Once on the cliff top we 
were soon walking along the seaward edge of Foxton Golf Course.  With a 
biggish group we were soon quite strung out along the path, but I gather that George found both red and white flowered 
variants of Common Storks-bill and although still early in the season there was a range of other plant species starting to 
show flowers.  Periodically Alan dashed off into the longer grass in search of evidence of micro-moths, but without much 
success. 
 

Once on the golf club access road we noted some lengths of the Hawthorn hedge 
with several of the large species of lichen that Janet Simkin’s current surveys are 
concerned with.  Then across the Alnmouth-to-Lesbury road we entered a field with 
a group of Belted Galloway cows and calves, but we didn’t bother them and they 
returned the compliment.  The steep slope here led us down to the river where we 
added Small Copper (photo left) and Green-veined White butterflies to our list.  
Surprisingly the flat haugh land in the loop of the river didn’t have any major flocks 
of wildfowl or waders as it often does, but there were a few Curlew, Oystercatcher 
and Lapwing about. 
 
Further along the path towards Lesbury Alan did spot evidence of a micro-moth with 

the delightful name of Timothy Tortrix.  The name comes from the fact that when its larvae spin silk and pull grass leaves 
into a protective tube inside which they can develop, it is usually the grass Timothy that they use.  In this case it was 
Cock’s-foot leaves.  We also noticed that the very poisonous plant Hemlock Water-Dropwort which grows quite commonly 
here beside the Aln had been being heavily grazed by ewes and their young lambs.  We speculated that perhaps the plant 
is not toxic to sheep or maybe that the toxins only build up as the plants get older and so are not harmful at this stage of 
the year. 
 
Of particular interest as we walked along the river was that there was a 
Sandwich Tern diving for fish.  The river is, of course, tidal on this section 
and so is quite saline, but even so seeing this tern fishing here was unusual.  
There were also Common Sandpiper (photo right), recently returned to 
their breeding areas, giving their piping calls by the water. 
 
We crossed the footbridge at Lesbury and followed the footpath between 
the cricket ground and the football pitch.  Once we reached the bridge into 
Alnmouth we had two good spots.  There was a small group of Black-tailed 
Godwit on a gravel bar in the river and a Lesser Spotted Graham Bell 
accosted us.  Sadly Graham had come to join the walk but had arrived a bit 
late and missed us at the start. 
 
We were back at the cars a little after 1.00 and although we hadn’t seen anything really startling, it seemed generally to 
have been enjoyed as a sociable spring walk. 
 

Richard 

 
 



If you are fortunate enough to have mature trees in your garden or even nearby, then there are two resident 
species of bird you may well have the opportunity to see.

love of tracking up and down the trunks of trees.

Firstly there is the 

snowy white under parts a Treecreeper can simply appear as a piece 

and grip. 

near the base, it spirals up, constantly probing the bark for invertebrates. 

and repeat the process.

Secondly there is the 

In appearance Nuthatches look rather showy, resembling a small Woodpecker. They have a plump body, a long 



NATURE NEWS FROM THE CHAIRMAN 

The last month’s weather has been unseasonally cool and at times very warm.  Again there has been very little 
precipitation.  This is starting to show on some roadside verges especially in areas of sandy substrate.  The cool weather 
prevented summer migrants arriving on time with Swifts arriving at least week later than usual. 

House martins arrived in Glanton on the evening of the 21st April.  The following morning, one of the pairs at 5 Front 
Street were visiting the nest.  This has continued for the last three weeks but have yet to settle down.  House sparrows 
have not decided to use the usual nest sites – at the moment there has no provocation.  In the backyard, a Blackbird has 
nested in the surrounding shrubs, and the female is currently sitting on four eggs.  Fingers-crossed there is a successful 
outcome. 

At the time of writing, a large percentage of the summer migrants have arrived.  Numbers of some species seem to be 
increasing daily.  The highlight of the last month has been the number of migrant/resident waders at Hedgeley Gravel 
Pits.  Species have included Oystercatcher, Ringed plover, Little ringed plover, Lapwing, Curlew, Whimbrel, Black-tailed 
godwit, Bar-tailed godwit (1), Ruff (3), Snipe, Greenshank, Green sandpiper, Wood Sandpiper, Spotted redshank (1) 
Redshank, and Common sandpiper. 

Species of the month: White butterflies. 

There are four ‘white’ butterflies on the wing in May and June: Large white, Small white, Green-veined and 
Orange-tip. 

Large white butterfly:  A large, strong flying butterfly. The 
brilliant white wings have black tips to the forewings, extending 
down the wing edge. Females have two spots on the forewings, 
which is not present in males. The undersides are a creamy 
white with two spots. 

 

 

 

 

Small white butterfly 

 
It has brilliant white wings, with small black tips to the forewings 
and one or two wing spots. The undersides are a creamy white.  
The Large white is similar but larger, and has a larger spot in the 
tip of the forewing that extends down the wing's edge. 

 

 



Green-veined white butterfly 

The wings are white, with prominent greenish veins on the 
hind wing. The upper wings have one or more spots. The 
Small white is similar, but lacks the ‘green veins’. 

 

 

 

 

 

Orange-tip butterfly 

Common and widespread, this medium sized butterfly 
can be found in gardens and hedgerows. The males are 
unmistakable; white butterflies with bright orange wing 
tips. The females are white with black wing tips (see 
photo). Both have mottled green underwings.  The 
Small white very similar to the female, but lacks the 
underwing markings.  

 

 

Happy searching.   

Jack Daw 

 

 





REMINDERS 

 

As newsletters come and go it is easy for new AWG wildlife initiatives to get forgotten.  So here are reminders 
about three areas of activity that we hope many members will want to join in with this year. 

 

Memorable Tree Photos   

For the May meeting we have Nick Johnson talking about the Veteran Tree Project 
in Northumberland which started last autumn.  In our February newsletter the 
suggestion was that members could try to seek out good trees (and ‘good’ means 
large or old or just unusual), take some photos and submit them for inclusion future 
newsletters during 2019.  Ideally photos should be accompanied by brief field notes 
which tell us where and when the photos were taken and anything else that might 
be interesting about the subject tree(s). 

 

Lichen Surveys 

With your April newsletter (or as a separate email if you get yours electronically) we publicised information 
about a new survey of a maximum of a dozen large lichens growing on trees, shrubs or other wooden surfaces.  
Janet Simkin is trying to research how these lichens have changed their distribution and/or frequency in 

Northumberland and then to see if it is possible to find out why the changes 
have been happening.  For this she needs lots of data and the hope is that AWG 
members would be able to carry out some of these quick and simple surveys 
to add to those being done by many people in other parts of the county.  Do 
please have a go at this if you think you can.  The instructions, plus good 
photos, should be quite easy to follow. 

 

Walks, Trips and Survey efforts 

We had 15 members on the first AWG walk of the season at Alnmouth.  The information about walks etc. are 
published in every newsletter during the spring/summer/autumn season, so do check it out to see if there’s 
anything you’d like to be involved with.  We know the list looks similar in each issue, but it is updated each 
month, so there may be something new that appeals or there may be changes to details since the previous 
issue. 



5 at Howick Pool on 2nd 2 pairs at Hedgeley Lakes on 14th 

2nd 

1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 21st which then moved to Branton Ponds 2 on Holy Island 
causeway on 21st 

Grey Heron 8 at Howick Pool on 2nd 
Mute Swan 2 at Howick Pool on 2nd 
Greylag 1 at Howick Pool on 2nd 
Wigeon 3 pairs at Branton Ponds on 14th 
Gadwall 2 at Branton Ponds on 14th  10 at Hedgeley Lakes on 14th 
Scaup 1 at Widdrington Moor Lake on 2nd 
Pochard 1 at Branton Ponds on 29th 

1 at Howick Pool on 2nd 
Shoveler Pair at Branton Ponds on 14th 
Goosander 1 at Branton Ponds on 14th 
Smew 1 at Widdrington Moor Lake on 2nd 
Common Buzzard 1 at Howick Wood on 2nd 2 at Wooler on 20th 
Sparrowhawk 1 at Wooler on 4th and 19th 
Coot 2 at Howick Pool on 2nd 
Water Rail 1 at Branton Ponds on 18th 
Avocet 1 at Fenham Mill on 21st 
Dunlin 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 22nd 

2 at Hedgeley Lakes on 17th and 3 on 27th 
Whimbrel 1 at Branton Ponds on 25th 3 at Hedgeley Lakes on 28th  

1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 25th  
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 27th and 28th 

Greenshank 1 on River Breamish on 22nd 
Green Sandpiper 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 4th and 2 on 21st 
Wood Sandpiper 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 27th 
Common Sandpiper 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 7th 1 at Branton Ponds on 16th 4 at Hedgeley Lakes on 

21st 1 at Alnmouth on 27th 
Ringed Plover 6 at Hedgeley Lakes on 21st 

2+ at Fenham Mill on 21st 
Sandwich Tern 6 at Holy Island on 10th 1 at Alnmouth on 27th  
Stock Dove 1 in Harthope Valley on 18th 1 at Yearle on 19th 
Cuckoo 1 at Black Lough on 30th 

2 on Holy Island on 10th 
1 at West Fleetham on 21st 
1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 3rd 2 at Branton Ponds on 15th  10 at Howick Pool on 
10th 2 at Yearle from 20th 

Swallow 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 3rd with 8+ on 7th  1 at Howick Pool on 10th 1 at Yearle 
from 20th 
20+ at Hedgeley Lakes on 7th dozens at Branton Ponds on 14th 

Grey Wagtail 2 at Howick on 23rd pair at Lesbury on 1st 
Yellow Wagtail 1 at Fenham Mill on 21st 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 27th  
Dipper
Redstart 3 at Holystone Woods on 19th 1 on Holy Island on 26th 3 at Hedgeley Lakes on 

27th  



Black Redstart 1 at Boulmer on 17th 
Wheatear 1 at Hedgeley Lakes on 2nd 1 at Bewick Moor on 6th 3 at Hedgeley Lakes on 19th  
Ring Ouzel 2 near Corby Crags on 11th 6 at Hawsen Burn on 18th 8 in College Valley on 25th 
Grasshopper Warbler 1 at Wooler on 20th 
Sedge Warbler 2 at Branton Ponds on 20th 1 at Alnmouth on 27th 
Blackcap 2 at Branton Ponds on 3rd and 4 on 14th and 9 on 20th 5 at Stable Wood on 1st 

2 at Hipsburn on 10th  
Common Whitethroat 1 at Lesbury on 26th 

17 at Branton Ponds on 20th 5 at Stable Wood on 1st 
Willow Warbler 1 at Branton Ponds on 11th and 3 on 14th and 18 on 20th 
Willow Tit 1 at Branton Ponds on 20th 
Nuthatch 5 at Howick Wood on 2nd 
Hooded Crow 1 at Fenham Mill on 21st 
Siskin 25 all month at Lemmington Hall 1 at Hipsburn on 17th 
Lesser Redpoll 1 at Yearle on 25th and 27th 
Common Crossbill 10 at Ford Moss on 13th 25 at Beanley Woods on 14th 10 at Howick Hall on 2nd 

Clouded Drab 1 at Branton on 1st 
Hebrew Character 6 at Branton on 17th 
Common Quaker 6 at Branton on 17th 
Small Quaker 1 at Branton on 17th 
Early Thorn 1 at Branton on 24th 
Herald 1 at Branton on 21st 
Holly Blue 3 at Howick on 19th 
Green Hairstreak 2 in Beanley Woods on 28th  6 at Alnwick Moor on 30th  26+ at Brizlee during 

month.
Speckled Wood 1 at Branton Ponds on 18th 
Comma
Orange Tip

1 at Branton Ponds on 20th 
Small White 1 at Howick on 19th 
Small Tortoiseshell 2 at Howick on 19th 1 at Branton Ponds on 18th 

1 at Howick on 19th 
Kidney Ladybird 1 at Howick on 19th 
Tiger Beetle 1 at Hawsen Burn on 18th 
REPTILES
Slow Worm 1 at Branton Ponds on 10th and a second one on 17th 1 at Beanley Woods on 

28th 
Adder 6 at Branton Ponds on 17th 1 at Branton Ponds on 20th seen swimming to Island 

Brown Hare 7 together at Branton Ponds on 30th 

A Hall, P&A Hanmer, A Keeble, M McMahon, M Peacock, 
S Rippon.


